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Abstract

The investigation surrounding the Boston Marathon
bombings was a missed opportunity for automated facial
recognition to assist law enforcement in identifying sus-
pects. We simulate the identification scenario presented
by the investigation using two state-of-the-art commercial
face recognition systems, and gauge the maturity of face
recognition technology in matching low quality face images
of uncooperative subjects. Our experimental results show
one instance where a commercial face matcher returns a
rank-one hit for suspect Dzhokhar Tsarnaev against a one
million mugshot background database. Though issues sur-
rounding pose, occlusion, and resolution continue to con-
found matchers, there have been significant advances made
in face recognition technology to assist law enforcement
agencies in their investigations.

1. Introduction

On April 15, 2013 at 2:49 p.m. EDT, two bombs ex-
ploded near the finish line of the Boston Marathon, killing 3
people and injuring 264 others [15]. The race was abruptly
halted and police cornered off a 12-block crime scene sur-
rounding the location of the blasts [16]. The Federal Bureau
of Investigation (FBI) took the lead, and initial forensic evi-
dence indicated the explosive device was a pressure cooker
packed with fragments of BBs and nails, possibly concealed
in a dark-colored nylon backpack [2].

Shortly after the bombing, more than 1,000 law en-
forcement officers across many agencies began canvassing
sources, reviewing government and public databases, and
conducting interviews with eyewitnesses [2]. Businesses
were asked to review and preserve surveillance video and
police received a “huge amount of video evidence” from

the public [23].
After reviewing “photo, video, and other evidence” [3],

the FBI released images and videos of the two suspects
shown in Figure 1. In addition to seeking identification
help, the release of the images and videos was also in part
to limit the damage being done to people wrongly targeted
as suspects by news and social media. Shortly after the re-
lease, the two suspects were identified as brothers, Tamerlan
Tsarnaev and Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, by their aunt who made
a call to the FBI tip line [18].

It is believed that the release of their photographs pro-
voked the brothers into further violence, fatally shooting an
MIT campus officer and carjacking a Mercedes SUV [18].
These events intensified the manhunt for the brothers that
ultimately ended in a violent confrontation with police of-
ficers where Tamerlan Tsarnaev was killed and Dzhokhar
Tsarnaev was wounded and later captured.

The investigation of the Boston Marathon bombings,
outlined in Figure 2, has been widely viewed by the media
as a failure for automated facial recognition [5,8]. The tech-
nology came up empty even though both Tsarnaevs’ pho-
tos exist in official government databases: Dzhokhar had a
Massachusetts driver’s license; the two brothers had legally
immigrated to the United States; and Tamerlan had been the
subject of an FBI investigation [18].

This paper presents a case study in unconstrained facial
recognition, using public domain images of the two sus-
pects in the Boston Marathon bombings. Suspects’ pho-
tographs are matched against a background set of mugshots
with two state-of-the-art commercial face recognition sys-
tems. Results are used to gauge the maturity of available
technology in unconstrained facial recognition scenarios.1

1In contrast to conventional face recognition, unconstrained recogni-
tion involves matching a query image taken without the subject’s cooper-
ation, and typically exhibits greater variations in confounding factors such
as pose, illumination, expression, resolution, and occlusion [12].
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Figure 1: Facial images and videos released by the FBI of the two suspects in the Boston Marathon bombings [3]. Suspect 1,
Tamerlan Tsarnaev, is wearing a black hat. Suspect 2, Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, is wearing a white hat. The public was asked to
help identify these two individuals.

April 15th 2:49 p.m.
Explosions near Boston 
Marathon finish line.

April 18th 5:00 p.m.
Two suspects 
revealed.

April 19th 6:45 a.m.
Suspects positively 
identified.

April 19th 8:42 p.m.
Dzhokhar Tsarnaev 
captured.

April 18th 10:48 p.m.
Manhunt begins after 
shooting and carjacking.

The Boston Marathon Bombings - Investigation Timeline

Opportunity for Facial Recognition
Figure 2: Timeline of events surrounding the Boston Marathon bombings investigation. There was an 88-hour window of
opportunity where facial recognition could have assisted the identification of the suspects.

We emphasize that in no way is this an evaluation of partic-
ular face recognition algorithms, and we do not endorse any
specific matcher as a result of this limited study.

1.1. Similar Events

There have been a number of cases similar to the Boston
Marathon bombings where a mature face recognition tech-
nology could have assisted law enforcement in identifying
suspects. We summarize three such cases below.

On July 7, 2005 four bombs were detonated on the Lon-
don public transportation system, killing 52 civilians and
injuring more than 700 others [10]. Law enforcement was
able to leverage over 6,000 hours of CCTV footage to re-
construct the movements of the bombers as they made a
reconnaissance ahead of the actual attacks and entered the
subway system [10]. To our knowledge, no attempt was
made at the time to run automated facial recognition sys-
tems on the CCTV footage.
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On June 15, 2011 a riot broke out in downtown Vancou-
ver, injuring 140 people, following the loss of the Vancou-
ver Canucks in the Stanley Cup finals. The Integrated Riot
Investigation Team (IRIT) collected approximately 15,000
images and nearly 3,000 videos following the event [11]. In
an unprecedented move, the IRIT launched a website that
pictured faces of individuals participating in the riot, and
asked the public to help identify those involved [1]. As of
this writing, 13.9 million images have been viewed lead-
ing to charges against 221 suspects. An attempt to use au-
tomated facial recognition to help identify the rioters was
rejected due to privacy violations [7].

Between the 6th and 10th of August 2011, riots and dis-
turbances broke out in London following a peaceful protest
in response to the police handling of the shooting of Mark
Duggan [19]. Law enforcement published photographs of
rioters caught on CCTV cameras or news footage with the
hope that witnesses would come forward to identify the sus-
pects. Automated facial recognition technology was largely
unsuccessful in providing positive identifications, including
one notable attempt by amateurs leveraging Face.com [22].

2. Experimental Setup
We simulate the automated facial recognition scenario

presented by the Boston Marathon bombings using two
state-of-the-art commercial face recognition systems, and
images published by law enforcement and news agencies.
The following sections describe how the dataset and match-
ers were selected.

2.1. Dataset

Figure 3 shows the five probe (or query) images consid-
ered in our experiments, cropped from photographs in Fig-
ure 1. No preprocessing was performed prior to enrollment,
though probes 2a and 2b appear to originate from the same
image, suggesting 2b may have been modified before it was
published. Given the difficulty of automatic face detection,
quality estimation, tracking, and activity recognition in un-
controlled environments, we assume that these face images
were extracted manually by law enforcement officials.

Figure 4 shows the six gallery images of the two sus-
pects considered in this experiment. Image 1x is a booking
photo of the first suspect from a 2009 arrest in Cambridge,
Massachusetts [4]; 1y is a photo of the first suspect accept-
ing a trophy for winning the 2010 New England Golden
Gloves Championship in Lowell, Massachusetts [20]; and
1z depicts the suspect following a 2009 boxing match in Salt
Lake City, Utah [14]. Image 2x of the second suspect was
released by the FBI following his identification but prior to
his capture [6]; 2y is the suspect posing in a high school
graduation photo, tweeted after his identification [24]; and
2z is an unspecified photograph released in a “wanted” flyer
by the Boston Regional Intelligence Center [17].

1a 1b

2a 2b 2c

Figure 3: Selected probe images of the two suspects from
media released by the FBI [3]. Face images 1a and 1b are
the two probe images used for Suspect 1. Face images 2a,
2b and 2c are the three probe images used for Suspect 2.

1x 1y 1z

2x 2y 2z

Figure 4: Selected gallery images of the two suspects from
varying sources [4, 6, 14, 17, 20, 24] released following the
identification of the suspects. Face images 1x, 1y and 1z are
the three gallery images of Suspect 1. Face images 2x, 2y
and 2z are the three gallery images of Suspect 2.

The six gallery images were added to a background set of
one million mugshot photographs from the Pinellas County
Sheriff’s Office (PCSO). The mugshots were acquired in the
public domain through Florida’s “Sunshine” laws. Figure 5
shows the demographic makeup of the PCSO dataset, and
Figure 6 provides some example photographs.

Table 1 contains the interpupilary distance (IPD) for all
the images of the two suspects used in this paper. IPD is a
common metric for specifying the minimum resolution re-
quired to accurately match facial images. However, there
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Image Inter-eye Distance (pixels)

1a 147
1b 70
1x 66
1y 56
1z 101
2a 66
2b 80
2c 163
2x 115
2y 49
2z 161

Table 1: Interpupilary distance of the probe and gallery im-
ages of the suspects shown in Figures 3 and 4.

Figure 6: Examples of the one million PCSO mugshots used
as gallery images.

are numerous other factors that influence face recognition
performance, including pose, illumination, expression, ag-
ing, occlusion, and resolution.

2.2. Matchers

The two commercial face recognition systems used in
this study were NEC NeoFace 3.12 and PittPatt 5.2.23. Ne-
oFace was chosen based on its top performance in the Na-
tional Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Mul-

2www.nec.com/en/global/solutions/security/products/face recognition.html
3Acquired by Google
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Figure 5: Demographic makeup of the one million PCSO
mugshots used as gallery images.

tiple Biometrics Evaluation (MBE) 2010 test. Against a
dataset of 1.6 million law enforcement booking images, Ne-
oFace placed first with a rank-one retrieval rate of 92% [9].
NeoFace also exhibited notably strong invariance to yaw
and elapsed time in [9], and inter-eye distance and com-
pression in [21]. PittPatt 5.2.2 was selected due to its preva-
lent use within the law enforcement community and supe-
rior performance on non-frontal facial images. In general,
matchers were run with their most permissive settings in
order to enroll the unconstrained query images, though no
other parameter tuning was conducted.

3. Face Matching Results

Three separate experiments measuring ranked retrieval
rate were conducted to assess the performance of the face
matchers in different configurations.
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NeoFace 3.1 1x 1y 1z

1a 116,342 12,446 87,501
1b 471,165 438,207 236,343

2x 2y 2z

2a 213 308 3,353
2b 7,460 260 34,013
2c 1,869 1 12,622

PittPatt 5.2.2 2x 2y 2z

2a 14,965 5,556 7,470
2b 997,871 9,002 5,779
2c 139 636 39,943

Table 2: Blind (exhaustive) search rankings. Each row con-
tains the ranks at which the true mated gallery images were
returned for a given probe. Bold numbers indicate the low-
est rank true mate returned for each probe.

3.1. Blind Search

In the blind search, each probe is compared against all
gallery images without utilizing the demographic informa-
tion (e.g., gender, ethnicity and age) associated with gallery
faces. Table 2 shows the retrieval rankings for each probe.
PittPatt automatic eye detection failed for probes 1a and 1b,
and these images could not be enrolled as its SDK does not
allow for manual eye localization. NeoFace outperforms
PittPatt on all probe images in our experiments.

Probes for the younger brother, Dzhokhar Tsarnaev ex-
hibited notably better retrieval rates than probes for Tamer-
lan Tsarnaev whose face was occluded by sunglasses. Probe
2b, which appears to be an “enhanced” version of 2a, gener-
ally resulted in lower matching accuracy. For the most part,
gallery images 1y and 2y were retrieved at the lowest ranks,
with pose consistency between gallery and probe seeming
to be the crucial factor. Notably, probe 2c returned gallery
image 2y as a rank-one hit with NeoFace.

Figures 7 and 8 show the top three returns of each probe
for NeoFace 3.1 and PittPatt 5.2.2, respectively. The sun-
glasses worn by the older brother, Tamerlan Tsarnaev ap-
pear to have significantly degraded his top matches. General
inconsistencies between the demographics of each probe
and its top returns from the gallery suggest that demo-
graphic filtering would improve the accuracy.

3.2. Filtered Search

In the filtered search, each probe is only compared
against gallery images with similar demographic data [13].
For Suspect 1 (white, male, 20 to 30 years old) and Sus-
pect 2 (white, male, 15 to 25 years old), filtering reduced
the size of the PCSO background gallery from one million

Probe Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3

Figure 7: Top three retrievals in a blind search with Neo-
Face 3.1.

Probe Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3

Figure 8: Top three retrievals in a blind search with PittPatt
5.2.2. PittPatt could not enroll probes 1a and 1b.

to 174,718 and 131,462 images, respectively.
Table 3 shows the gallery retrieval rankings for each

probe, and Figures 9 and 10 show the top three returns of
each probe for NeoFace 3.1 and PittPatt 5.2.2, respectively.
Demographic filtering substantially improves retrieval rank-
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NeoFace 3.1 1x 1y 1z

1a 17,858 1,746 13,253
1b 83,651 78,024 42,827

2x 2y 2z

2a 19 29 253
2b 761 30 3,541
2c 267 1 1,703

PittPatt 5.2.2 2x 2y 2z

2a 2,051 753 1,012
2b 131,355 1,339 856
2c 28 139 7,803

Table 3: Filtered search retrieval rankings. Each row con-
tains the ranks at which the true mated gallery images were
returned for a given probe. Bold numbers indicate the low-
est rank true mate returned for each probe.

Probe Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3

Figure 9: Top three retrievals in a demographically filtered
search with NeoFace 3.1.

ings compared to the blind search, with an improvement
generally proportional to the reduction in gallery size.

Probe Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3

Figure 10: Top three retrievals in a demographically filtered
search with PittPatt 5.2.2. PittPatt could not enroll probes
1a and 1b.

NeoFace 3.1 Filtered 1x 1y 1z

1a+1b No 217,761 48,982 122,325
1a+1b Yes 36,666 8,009 20,290

2x 2y 2z

2a+2c No 74 3 1,798
2a+2c Yes 15 2 179

PittPatt 5.2.2 Filtered 2x 2y 2z

2a+2c No 493 527 10,048
2a+2c Yes 69 75 1,660

Table 4: Score level sum fusion retrieval ranks with and
without demographic filtering. Each row contains the ranks
at which the true mated gallery images were returned for
a given probe. Bold numbers indicate the lowest rank true
mate returned for each probe.

3.3. Fused Search

In the fused search, match scores using different probe
images of the same suspect are summed up without weight-
ing before ranking the gallery images. Table 4 shows the
gallery retrieval rankings for fused probes with and without
demographic filtering. In general, fusion improves retrieval
rates for gallery images ranked similarly by each of the
probes, but degrades performance for gallery images ranked
differently across the fused probes.
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4. Summary
While the Boston Marathon bombings case offers only

a small number of published face images for automatic
matching, we believe there is still valuable insight to be
gained from an interpretation of the results.

Even with NeoFace, the matching accuracy is likely not
yet accurate enough for “lights out” deployment in law en-
forcement applications. More progress must be made in
overcoming challenges such as pose, resolution, and occlu-
sion in order to increase the utility of unconstrained facial
imagery. Still, with demographic filtering, multiple probes,
and a human in the loop, state-of-the-art face matchers can
potentially assist law enforcement in apprehending suspects
in a timely fashion.

The notable rank-one hit for Dzhokhar Tsarnaev is an il-
lustrative example of this potential. However, the hit was
against a graduation photograph with similar pose that was
tweeted after he had been publicly identified, and not a con-
ventional mugshot from a prior arrest.
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